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The notion of weak compactness plays an important role in normed linear
space theory. However in many instances norm completeness of the space is an
important assumption for obtaining relevant theorems. This note generalises the
concept of weak compactness for subsets of normed linear spaces and obtains
generalisations of known theorems including that of Eberlein [2]. We use the
methods and techniques of "non-standard analysis" in the proofs; several useful
non-standard results for normed linear spaces are given.

The author thanks Dr. R. W. Cross under whose supervision this work was
done towards a doctoral thesis at the Australian National University.

1. Preliminaries and summary

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the type-theoretic approach to
non-standard analysis developed by Abraham Robinson in his book [7]: a brief
informal description of non-standard analysis may be found in Robinson's paper
[8, section 2]. Unless otherwise stated we assume X to be a real infinite dimen-
sional normed linear space. As in Robinson [7, p. 177] we assume that X together
with the real number system R is embedded in some full structure M, and we
develop the non-standard theory of X in an enlargement *M of M. K denotes
the set of all stratified statements which are admissible and hold in M. We denote
non-standard entities in *M by using, as in, e.g., xe*X and F<=*X.
Furthermore when there is no confusion we omit the asterisk from standard
entities in *M; e.g., we write

"\f(x-x)\<e,feS"'

when we should properly write

" * | */(*x - x)| *< *e, */*e*S'"

(see [7, p. 43]). Finally we write a~b whenever a,be*R and a — b is in-
finitesimal [7, p. 43]. Our standard terminology and notation is generally that of
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10 D. G. Tacon [2]

[1]. However we use X', X", and X" to denote the first, second and third con-
jugate spaces of X respectively.

Let A be a subset of X. Corresponding to a map 4> from the convex hull of
A, co(A), into the set of subsets of the unit sphere S" of X' and to a given e > 0 let

The system of weakly open sets {Ux(4>, e): x e co(A)} forms a covering of A, which
we call the (<f>,£.)-covering of A.

DEFINITION. Let A be a subset ofa normed linear space X. We say Aisnearly
weakly compact if each (<£,e)-covering of A has a finite subcover; i.e., there
exist points x1,---,xn in co(A) such that

A c X ^ . E ) U l/Xl(0,8) U ••• U UXn((j),e).

We prove the following result in section 2.
Lei A be a subset ofa normed linear space X. Then the following statements

are equivalent:
(i) A is weakly sequentially compact in X",
(ii) the weak closure of A is nearly weakly compact.

As a corollary we obtain a non-standard proof of Eberlein's theorem [2].
Recent (standard) proofs have been obtained by Pelczynski [6] and Whitley [10];
see also [1, p. 466].

In section 3 we consider the case when the unit ball is nearly weakly compact
and derive necessary and sufficient conditions that X be dense in X".

2. The general case

Robinson [7, p. 90 and p. 93] introduces the concepts of monad and near-
standardness for points in the enlargement of a topological space. If X is a normed
linear space it is an easy consequence of the definition of the weak topology that a
point x e *X is near-standard in the weak topology if and only if there is an
xeX such that/(X) ~/(x) for allfeX'. We gjneralise this property of points of
*X in the following way.

DEFINITION. Let X be a normed space. We say the point xe*X is nearly
weak near-standard if for each e > 0 there is an xeX such that for a l l / e S '

We note an easy result.

LEMMA 1. (Non-standard) Let A be a subset of X. A point x e *A is nearly
weak near-standard if and only if there is a sequence {xn} in co(A) such that for
eachn\f(xn-x)\ <l/nfor allfeS'.
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PROOF. The sufficiency of the condition is immediate.
Suppose then that x is nearly weak near-standard. Then there is a sequence

{yn} of X such that

for a l l / eS ' and n = 1,2, — . But {yn} is a Cauchy sequence for

2m

and so {yn} is convergent to an element y" e X". Since y" is near-standard in the
weak topology to x, y" belongs to the weak closure of A [7, p. 91], and con-
sequently to co(A) [1, p. 422]. As

yn - y" < ^ for n = 1,2,

there exists a sequence {xn} in co(A) such that

II x"~y" \ K 2 n forn = 1 > 2 ' " " -
But then for each n \f(xn -x)\<l/n for a l l / e S ' .

Theorem 1 generalises a well-known result of Robinson [7, p. 93].

THEOREM 1. (Non-standard). A subset A of X is nearly weakly compact if
and only if each point xe*A is nearly weak near-standard.

PROOF. Suppose there exists &nxe*A which is not nearly weak near-standard.
Then by Lemma 1 there is a positive e such that for each xeco{A), there is an
feS' such that

\f(x-x)\ >e;

i.e. there is a map (j) such that

for each x e co(^4). But A is nearly weakly compact, so that there is a finite subset
xl,---,xn of co(X) such that

A <= UXi(4>,e) U l / ^ . e ) U - U UXn(<$>,E).

Now this equation can be formulated as a sentence of K, which interpreted
in *M yields

*A cz *UXl(ct>,e) V*UX2(<t>,s) U ••• u *UXn(<l>,e).

But x e *A, whilst by assumption x does not belong to any of the set s on the
right hand side. Hence we have a contradiction which shows the condition is
necessary.
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On the other hand suppose A is not nearly weakly compact. Then there exist a
map (j> and e > 0 such that the (<f>, e)-covering of A, \j/, has no finite subcover of A.
We define a binary relation R(U,y) in M such that R(U,y) holds if and only if
Uei// and ye A but y$U. By assumption R(U,y) is concurrent, so that by
definition of *M there is a point x in *A such that

x$Ux(<t>,e)

for all xeco(/4). But then JC is not nearly weak near-standard by Lemma 1.

We remark that an analysis of this proof shows that when defining nearly
weakly compact sets it suffices to consider only those (</>,e)-coverings where <f>
maps into singletons of S'.

COROLLARY 1. (Standard) Let A be a weakly closed subset of a normed
linear space X. If A is nearly weakly compact then A is weakly compact provided
co(A) is complete.

PROOF. Suppose A is nearly weakly compact, and that x e *A. As co(A) is
complete by the proof of Lemma 1 there is a point xeX such that x is near-
standard to x in the weak topology. Hence, as A is weakly closed, we have xeA
[7, p. 91]. But then A is weakly compact [7, p. 94].

A point xe*X is finite if there is a (standard) real number m such that
\\x\\^m.

LEMMA 2. (Non-standard) Let x be a finite point in *X. Then x is nearly
weak near-standard if and only if for each integer n, there is a finite subset Cn

of X such that for each fe S', there is an xeCn satisfying f(x — x) < 1 jn.

PROOF. The necessity of the condition follows from the definition.
Otherwise, we define an element x" of X" by

the standard part off(x), for each/e X'. By [7, p. 51] o [/(*)] exists since \f(x) |
is finite. If

and C = co(Cco) then x"eD, the norm closure of C in X". Otherwise by the
separation theorem [1, p. 417] there is an element xm e X" such that | x" | < 1,
together with real constants c and e > 0, satisfying

xm(D) ^ c - s < c ^ x"(x").

Let n be an integer greater than 1/s and consider Cn = {}>!,• ",ym}. By
Helly's theorem [11, p. 103] there exists anfeX' with | / | < 1 such tha t /= x"
on jp,-, i = l,---,m and x". Then
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so that

which is a contradiction. As x"eD, x is nearly weak near-standard, for if

\x-x" < e, then

for all /e S'.

THEOREM 2. (Standard) Let A be a subset of a normed linear space. If A is
weakly sequentially compact, then the weak closure of A is nearly weakly
compact.

PROOF. (Non-standard) Let A be the closure of A in the weak topology.
Then A is norm bounded by the uniform boundedness principle, so that all points
xe*A are finite [7, p. 100]. If A is not nearly weakly compact there is a point
x e *A which is not nearly weak near-standard. This means by Lemma 2 there is
an e > 0 such that for each finite subset C of X there is an/G S' such that for all
x e C, f(x -x)> 2e.

We construct three sequences {xn} <= A, {yn} <= A and {Q <= S' in the fol-
lowing manner. We choose x0 = y0 arbitrarily in A, then/0 eS' such that

/oO'o - *) > 2e-

Now the statement

holds in *M (for x satisfies it), and so is true in M. Hence there is &nxleA such
that

/oOo ~ *i) > 2e.

As xteA there exists yteA such that |/0(xi - yt)\ < e. Suppose now we have
chosen yk, xk for k = 0,l,--,n - 1 and/,- for j' = 0, l,---,n - 2 satisfying

fj(yi-x)>2e i = 0,l,--,j

fj(yi-xk)>2s 0^i^j<k^n-l

\fJ(yi-xi)\<s j = 0,l,-,i-l.

Then we choose / , . , e S ' such that /n_i(x,- - x) > 2e, j = 0,1, •••,« - 1. The
abbreviated statement

3x((x e ̂ ) A (/ito - x) > 2«, 0 g j g i < «))
is true in *M (for x satisfies it) and so is true in M. This means we can choose
xneA such that
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LEMMA 3. (Non-standard) Let X be a linear space. Then there exists a
"finite dimensional" subspace F of *X such that X c F; i.e., {*x: xeX} <= F.

PROOF. If X is finite dimensional we need only take *X as F to see that the
theorem holds.

Otherwise we construct a binary relation R(x,F) in M which holds if and
only if x is an element of X, F is a finite dimensional subspace of X, and x belongs
to F. R(x, F) is then a concurrent relation and so there exists a ' 'finite dimensional"
subspace JF of *X such that {*x: xeX} <= F.

When X is a normed linear space Lemma 3 enables us to obtain a non-
standard version of Helly's theorem [11, p. 103].

LEMMA 4. (Non-standard) Let X be a semi-normed linear space and let
x"eX". Then there exists xe*X such that x"(f) =f(x)for allfeX* and such
that\\x"\\~\\x\\.

PROOF. Let us rewrite Helly's theorem in K, and interpret its statement in the
enlargement *M for a suitable finite dimensional space and for a suitable positive
constant. We have

VF (F is a finite dimensional subspace of X') A

Ve (e > 0)3x (((x eX)A (f x || < | x" \\ + e)) A

(V/(/eF)(x"(/) =/(*))))•

In *M we may choose for s a positive infinitesimal and for Fa "finite dimen-
sional" subspace F of *(X') such that X' c F in the sense of Lemma 3.

Then there is an x e *X such that | x" \\^\\x || satisfying x"(f) =/(x) for all
feF.

The lemma now follows as X' <= F.

With this representation of element of the second conjugate X" we now
establish the following result.

THEOREM 3. (Standard) Let X be a normed linear space. Then X is dense
in X" if and only if the unit ball B of X is nearly weakly compact.

PROOF. (Non-standard) Suppose X is dense in X", and suppose x e *B. As in
Lemma 2 we define an element of X" by

*"(/) = o[/(x)].

For a given s > 0 there is an x eB such that | x" — x|| < e. But then

|*"( / ) - / (X>|<£ for all /eS'

so that )/(x) — /(x) j < s for fe S". Hence x is nearly weak near-standard and so
by Theorem 1, B is nearly weakly compact.
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and in turn yn e A such that

\fk(xn-yn) <e, fc = 0 , l , - , n - l .

Therefore we can choose sequences {yn} in A, {/„} in S' satisfying

As A is weakly sequentially compact, {yn} has a subsequence which tends
towards an element x" of X" in the weak topology. Without loss of generality we
may assume yn -> x" in the weak topology. Then

y,(f»)-x"(fn)>e forn^i^O.

The Banach-Alaoglu theorem ensures that the sequence {/„} hasa limit pointin
the weak* topology, say xm. But then

x'\yn) - *"(*") > e, n = l , 2 , - ,

contradicting the assumption yn -> x" in the weak topology. The theorem is now
proven.

The following corollary is Eberlein's theorem in a normed linear space
context (see, e.g., [3, p. 551]).

COROLLARY 2. / / A is a weakly sequentially compact subset of a normed
linear space, then the weak closure of A is weakly compact provided co(A) is
complete.

PROOF. The result follows by Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.

Theorem 2 has established the implication (i) implies (ii) in the result stated
in section 1. The converse will follow by Smulian's theorem [1, p. 430] if it is
shown that A is weakly countably compact. By [7, p. 96] this is the case if each
x 6 *A is near-standard in the weak topology. This is an immediate consequence
of the fact that x is nearly weak near-standard.

3. The case of the unit ball

Our main aim in this section is to give a non-standard proof of Theorem 3.
We can do this quickly once we note a non-standard version of Helly's theorem
(Lemma 4).

However we first give a simple but useful embedding result. Staples [9] has
produced a similar result for Boolean algebras and has announced our result in
the same paper.
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Conversely suppose x"eB". By Lemma 4 there exists an xe*B such that

for all fe X'. But x is nearly weak near-standard so that for a given £ > 0 there
exists xeX such that

| / (x)- / ( jc) |<efora l l /eS ' .

But then j x"(f) -f(x)| g e for all/eS', so that | x" - .* | ^ e. Hence Xis dense
in X".

We point out that if the unit ball of X is weakly sequentially compact then X
is reflexive. This result was noted by Gustafson [5, p. 561], and is also a conse-
quence of a more general result of Fan and Glicksberg [4, p. 951].

Finally we note the following result.

THEOREM 4. X is dense in X" if and only if for each x"eX" and for each
integer n there is a finite subset Cn of X such that for eachfeS' there is an
xeCn satisfying f(x) - x"(f) < 1 \n.

PROOF. (Non-standard) The result follows in a manner similar to the proof of
Theorem 3 when we use the characterisation of nearly weak near-standard given
by Lemma 2.
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